
 

 
(a) Introduction & Background 

 
The Kentucky Derby Festival’s Opening Ceremonies – Thunder Over Louisville – is the biggest 
single day event in the Southeastern United States.  It features one of the top air shows in the 
country and one of the largest annual fireworks shows in North America.  Thunder serves as the 
official the kick-off to two weeks of more than 70 events put on by the Derby Festival, and 
attracts an average of 500,000 fans to the banks of the Ohio River every spring to watch world 
class entertainment. 
 
The 2015 Thunder air show was packed with both military and civilian air acts. One of the 
highlights included America’s “Ambassadors in Blue,” the U.S.A.F. Thunderbirds.  Their 
formations demonstrate the training and precision of Air Force pilots and showcase their 
aircraft – the F-16 Fighting Falcon.  The Kentucky Air National Guard also returned to Thunder 
with their C-130 and the Golden Knights, the U.S. Army’s official aerial demonstration team, 
performed two parachute demonstrations.  Other acts in the line-up included the Trojan 
Horseman and Bill Leff Nightshow, among others. Themed “Boom with a View” the 30-minute 
fireworks spectacular was synchronized to a soundtrack featuring some of the top hits of the 
past year.  It had fans on their feet dancing. An estimated 650,000 fans were in attendance at 
the 26th Thunder Over Louisville. 
 

(b) Description of News Stunt 

 
Planning for Thunder Over Louisville is no small undertaking.  Derby Festival staff, board and 
volunteers work year-round planning for each year’s Opening Ceremonies.  Beyond developing 
a theme, marketing campaign, and recruiting sponsors, the event’s producers work with 
government officials on every level – local, state and federal – in building the event from the 
venue infrastructure to the safety and security plans, as well as recruiting air show participants 
and marking the aerobatic box. 
 
In 2015, 37 days out from this spectacular kick-off for the Derby Festival, organizers were 
notified by the Federal Aviation Administration that changes needed to be made to how 
Thunder’s air box (the aerobatic box which marks the area where the air acts perform) was laid 
out, because of the growth of the crowd and the expansion of the riverfront. The construction 
of a new bridge across the Ohio River was another FAA concern, especially with two big cranes 
standing at 290 feet and creating an obstruction in the air box.   
 

 

Most Creative/Effective News Stunt 
 
2015 Thunder Flags on Cranes 

 



After utilizing the same layout for the air show for over 20 years, the request from the FAA was 
unexpected and could have been a complete show stopper.  But, Festival organizers worked 
closely and diligently with the FAA and other officials to make adjustments to the air box.  Two 
weeks before the show, the FAA approved the Derby Festival’s air box, allowing the Festival to 
proceed with the show. 
 
Then, five days before the event was to be held, the Festival received another call from the FAA 
requesting that flag markers be placed on the bridge construction cranes, helping to assure that 
planes in the air show could see them.  The marking of the cranes would not have been a 
problem, however April 2015 was the 4th wettest April in Louisville history, meaning the Ohio 
River was at flood stage.  Due to the flooding and fast river current, Walsh Construction, in 
charge of the Ohio River Bridges Project, had stopped work on the river and their crews 
couldn’t even access the tall cranes to hang the flags. 
 
With the air show hanging in the balance, the Festival reached out to Louisville’s Emergency 
Management Agency/MetroSafe and the Louisville Fire Department.  With teams skilled in swift 
water rescue, boat operations and high altitude rope rescue, their staff were the only other 
option to hang the flags on the cranes.  Louisville Fire saw the challenge as an opportunity for 
extra training for their Rescue 2 Company and agreed to help the Festival. 
 
“It’s great to get out there and help the people – sometimes behind the scenes,” said Louisville 
Fire Department Captain Chris Verdi. 
 
In less than 48 hours from the time Festival received the request from the FAA, there was a 
plan in place to get flags on the cranes.  The Rescue 2 Company met mid-morning on the 
Wednesday before Thunder to fulfill their mission.  While they were hanging the flags, 
helicopters from local television stations caught it all on tape, and the story and images spread 
quickly from TV news to online media networks. 
 
 

(c) How did the stunt fit into the overall media campaign for your event? 

 
The overall media campaign for 2015 included the promotion of Thunder Over Louisville and 
the Air Show.  Once the FAA began requesting adjustments to the air box, which could 
ultimately affect the event, the changes became part of the messaging to keep fans informed of 
the ongoing issues regarding the air show and the flooding.   
 
With the fire department on board to help out, it provided a media opportunity to not only tell 
the story about the challenges the Festival faced putting on this year’s event, but also to 
acknowledge the support the Festival receives from city agencies and the great lengths they go 
to for the community.   The coverage also provided some great visuals of the Rescue 2 
Company’s mission to mark the cranes.   
 
The Mayor’s Office even became involved in the messaging. The Mayor hailed the fire 
department for their quick response to help out.  With Louisville’s city-wide campaign to be a 



compassionate city, this incidence provided a perfect example of how the community supports 
each other and gives back. 
 
Said Mayor Greg Fischer, “This is an example of a real-time response and shows you the 
training of the fire department and these guys and gals being ready no matter what the 
circumstance is.” 
 
The Mayor continued to praise the fire department for their response, even mentioning it in his 
speaking remarks at the Festival’s annual corporate kick-off luncheon held the day before 
Thunder.  The firefighters set an example for the whole city, leaving everyone talking about 
how they saved the air show.  The uplifting story helped set a positive tone for the rest of the 
Festival. 
 

(d) Sponsor/Charity Involvement (if any) 

 
The Festival does not receive tax dollars or monetary funding from local government, but the 
services of many public agencies ensure that Thunder happens each year. That includes the 
services of the Louisville Fire Department.  While not a cash sponsor of the show, they and 
many other city agencies, play a vital role in helping pull off such a big event.  In 2015, the 
Festival asked the Louisville Fire Department to go above and beyond in their support of 
Thunder, and their actions literally saved the show. 
 
With Thunder Over Louisville being a million dollar show, it could not happen without the 
generous support of its six presenting sponsors - Horseshoe Southern Indiana, KentuckyOne 
Health, LG&E, Meijer, UPS and Valero.  While the sponsors were not directly involved 
orchestrating the marking of the cranes, they recognize the importance of the event to the 
community and are vital to keeping the show free for the public. 
 
“The continued generosity of these sponsors is a real gift to the community,” said Mike Berry, 
Kentucky Derby Festival President and CEO. “Thunder Over Louisville is a massive undertaking 
and the support we receive from these sponsors allows us to produce the kind of spectacular 
show the public has come to expect year after year.” 
 
This is the 25th consecutive year that UPS has been a presenting sponsor of Thunder Over 
Louisville. Horseshoe Southern Indiana has been a Thunder presenting sponsor for 16 
consecutive years; LG&E and Meijer have both been Thunder sponsors for the past nine years 
in a row; this is the third year for KentuckyOne Health and second year for Valero.   
 
 

(e) Was there an increase in media coverage for your event? 

 
Although the media opportunity was unexpected, the Communication’s Team proactive 
approach in telling the story and praising the firefighters paid off.  Coverage included stories on 
local television stations and online media outlets, as well as several air show blogs such as 
AllThingsAero.com and AirShowStuff.com.  Headlines and posts read “Louisville Fire Dept. 



marks cranes, saved Thunder air show,” “Firefighters Save Air Show,” and “Local Firefighters 
Saved the Day.” There was additional media coverage with over 140 news clips, including print, 
online, broadcast and social media, with an audience estimated at 1.8 million and a total 
publicity value over $505,000. Everyone was talking about the efforts made by Rescue 2 
Company to save the show and how the community pulled together to make the great event 
happen.  It was a Win-Win for everyone involved. 
 

2. Supporting Question – 
 What challenges/obstacles did you foresee and how did you handle them? 

 
While not part of the Thunder Over Louisville event in its infancy, the Air Show was added just a 
few years after Thunder began to help entertain the crowd, and has been included with the 
event for more than 20 years.  The six-hour air show has become a crowd-pleasing part of the 
day-long event. It helps build the crowd and keep them entertained leading up to the fireworks 
show.  Without the red flags to mark the nearly 300-foot construction cranes, the 2015 Thunder 
Over Louisville Air Show, quite simply, would not have happened.  Not having an air show at all 
was unimaginable, especially just a few days before the event was scheduled to take place.  No 
entity – Festival, the Mayor’s Office, nor the Fire Department or any other city agency – wanted 
to make that announcement to the public.  All parties worked tirelessly together to find a 
solution to make it work and get the show flying again. 
 
Initially, the Festival and the Fire Department were hesitant to tell media about the mission to 
hang the flags on the cranes.  Putting the flag markers on the nearly 300-foot cranes took the 
most essential discipline of Louisville Fire: response.  The team had to get over the first hurdle 
of navigating the swifter-than-usual waters of the Ohio River to get to the piers where the 
cranes were based.  Then, they had to scale the cranes using their rope-altitude training.  Finally 
they had to scale the top of the cranes to get to the very edge to place the bright red flags for 
the pilots to see.   
 
“It kind of brought all of our disciplines together: swift water, boat operations, high altitude 
rope rescue and the like,” said Louisville Fire Department Captain Chris Verdi. 
 
While it was a very uplifting story to tell and the images were inspiring, if it had not gone 
according to plan, the message would have had a much more somber tone, as there wouldn’t 
have been an air show.  Both the Festival’s Communications Team and the Fire Department 
took risks.  Media were “tipped off” to the mission to save Thunder’s Air Show.  News 
helicopters caught the entire training exercise on tape.  The firefighters were hailed as heroes 
and the Thunder Air Show would go off as planned.  It was best summed up by Louisville’s 
Mayor: “Two words: Mission Accomplished.” 


